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PREPARE

Quickly & easily get a
fresh cutting surface.

PROTECT

Noticeable beep alerts help
prevent prolonged ice
scoop displacement.

QuadGrip™ Cutting Boards

Scoop Alarm Monitoring System

An innovative, two-in-one frame and cutting board system designed
to reduce waste and cut costs. Dishwasher safe, double-sided
cutting boards easily snap into place in non-slip, reusable frames.
Durable co-polymer construction will not warp and is gentle on
knives. Each board features an integrated ruler and has double
hooks for sanitary transport and storage. Available in White, HACCP
colors, or Smart Check™ with visual color indicator to alert operators
when it’s time for a new board.

Don’t let your ice scoop turn into a food safety hazard. Integrated
into the Scoop & Guardian™ system, the Scoop Alarm features
noticeable adjustable sound levels for any environment. Includes a
64-86 ounce Saf-T-Scoop® with dual germ guards to keep hands out
of ice, a Guardian scoop holder with a removable drainage cap, and
mounting tools.

Want to see it in action? Visit SanJamar.com

Label area keeps track of
contents and use-by dates

Keep your employees informed
and educated with laser graphic
cutting boards

Laser Graphic Cutting Boards

Carlisle SquaresTM Food Storage Containers

Implement specific markings such as instructions, reminders,
guidelines or measurements right where food is being prepared and
handled. Add custom laser designs right into the cutting board.
The surface remains flush and isn’t effected by the laser marking
process. Tuff-Cut® Boards are designed for high heat applications
up to 350°F. Available for customization on all standard sizes of
cutting boards from 6" x 9" to 18" x 24" as well as custom-cut
cutting boards.

Maximize storage space with these clear polycarbonate containers.
Smooth interior finish with spoonable bottom helps prevent food
waste. Available in clear polycarbonate or opaque polyethylene.
Fitted lids feature a hanging hole for sanitary drying and storage.
Tight fitting, color-coded lids encourage organization and reduce
cross-contamination. Color-coded liter and quart markings match
color-coded lids to ensure a quick and easy match. Keep food
organized and separated for sanitary storage!

SERVE

CLEAN
Allows for consistent,
untampered
application every time

Shatter-resistant
plastic holds up
to front-of-house
hustle and bustle

Antimicrobial Cafeteria Tray

Sani Station™ Hard Surface Cleaning Kit

Our new Antimicrobial Café tray offers built-in antimicrobial
protection that inhibits the growth of bacteria, mold, fungi,
and algae that can cause stains, odors, and contamination
on the surface of the tray.

Hard surface cleaning & sanitizing with consistent application every
time and without the hassle of missing or extra steps. The FDA, EPA, &
NSF D2 approved kit includes 100 sanitizing packets, spray bottle, and
a tube of chlorine test strips.

Want to see it in action? Visit SanJamar.com
Molded channels
reduce plate and
glass slippage

Bagasse Disposable Tray

Sparta® Color-Coded Brushes

Natural sugar cane material is biodegradable and TUV
compostable certified. Designed for single-use meal delivery and
ideal for times when dishwashing equipment is down. Strong and
durable enough to be used as stand-alone trays in meal delivery
carts. These 14" x 18" trays can hold up to 5 pounds.

Prevent the spread of disease and pathogens with the Sparta®
color-code program. Featuring a vast array of HACCP-compliant,
commercial-grade, handles, squeegees and brushes, this comprehensive
collection has something innovative for every facility. Devote specific
colors to various areas to encourage sanitary operations!

Smooth design
has heft and feel
of ceramic or glass
Choose from Classic
or Summit™ Design.

Hybrid Electronic Roll Towel Dispenser
This dispenser features a unique manual back up for when batteries
are low. The Smart System with IQ Sensor™ offers versatility and
reliability with paper length and dispensing delay adjustments, a
replaceable drive module, and auto transfer combined with the best
sensor in the industry.

Thin-Walled Melamine Ramekins
With a wide variety of color, size, and style options, you are sure to
find the perfect serving piece for salsa, sauces, and more. Plus, at
20% off, these new, lighter ramekins can be a key part of adhering
to new guidelines for restaurants, cafeterias, delis, and hospitals
while keeping costs down at the same time.

Rely® Hybrid Electronic Touchless
Soap Dispenser
Touchless electronic soap & sanitizer dispensing
with manual “Push-The-Cover” operation when
batteries are low. Accepts bulk hand sanitizers,
lotion and foam soap. Available in several
attractive color and finish options.
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ROOM DELIVERY

Compact design takes up less space
and is easy to maneuver
Linen Napkins

Dinex® Totally Quiet Compact Meal Delivery Carts

The feel of soft linen combined with the endurance of polyester
gives the Chambray collection strength and excellent color
retention. These napkins will have little to no lint or shrinkage
wash after wash. Go with a more casual feel without sacrificing
quality with Chambray with solid or striped in Black or Blue.

Designed to be four times quieter than traditional meal delivery carts, these
meal delivery carts significantly reduce noise levels while in motion. Multiple
configurations and sizes available that accommodate between eight and
thirty-six trays, perfect for suiting to your specific facility size. Improve patient
satisfaction and encourage restful healing with quiet meal delivery!

